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Key: Concepts

� From one teacher to another: Introduce 
concepts.  Do not allow memory to be a 
SUBSTITUTE for understanding.

� Your target: Did they grasp the concept?
◦ Assignment of Credit ß--à Negotiable Inst.
◦ Trust: as the basis for understanding

� Kinds of trusts
� Trust Receipts
� Voting Trust

� But concepts are grasped only with the 
proper CLUES.



Try: Problem-Based Learning

� Assign a problem
� Constitute a group of not more than five
� Let them discover what they NEED TO KNOW 

to be able to solve the problem
◦ So, do not tell them “chapters to read”

� Let them identify key concepts
� Present their solution
� Goad them with more questions to expose 

the lacunae in their answers
� Do not lecture!



Money Laundering

� What does a kidnapper do with ransom 
money?  What does a drug dealer do with 
drug earning?  What does a jueteng operator 
do with his earning?

� The concealment of illegal activity:
◦ Conceal illegal sources
◦ Make proceeds of crime look legal
◦ Conceal ownership

� Income tax evasion
◦ Conceal Income
◦ Hide Assets



Paglalaba ay di biro…Stages

� Unlawful placement
◦ Financial transaction with proceeds of unlawful 
activity
◦ Violator knows that he is handling proceeds of 
unlawful activity
◦ Transaction designed to conceal
� Source
� Location
� Ownership



Tago pa more…

� Layering
◦ Multiple transactions: e.g., transferring funds 
from one account to another
◦ Multiple transfers
◦ Nominal holders or owners: Can involve the 
creation of corporations and holding 
corporations
◦ Organizational hierarchy
� Use of underlings



Returning laundered funds to the 
stream of commerce…

� Integration
◦ Providing an apparent legitimate explanation for the 

origin of illicit proceeds
◦ Fictitious loans: loans are made to the offender, so 

money returns to him.
◦ Fictitious foreign investors: apparently purchasing, 

but actually doing so for the concealed principal
◦ Corporate salaries: Where the recipient of the 

salary is the original source himself.
◦ Result: Laundered funds return to the economy 

with color of legitimacy.



The crime the perpetrator 
commits…

� Knowingly transacting or attempting to 
transact any monetary instrument or 
property relating to proceeds of unlawful 
activity

� Perpetrator: The launderer himself
� Penalty: 7 to 14 years imprisonment and 

a fine of not less than PHP 3 Million but 
not more than twice the value of the 
monetary instrument or property.



Assisting the launderer

� Knowingly performing or failing to perform an 
action in relation to any monetary instrument 
involving the proceeds of any unlawful 
activity – assisting the launderer; 4 to 7 
years imprisonment and a fine of not less 
than 1.5M but not more than 3M

� Knowingly failing to disclose and file with the 
AMLC any monetary instrument or property 
required to be disclosed and filed; 6 mos to 4 
years; Fine PHP 100Th, not more than PHP 
500 Th, OR BOTH!



The unlawful acts

� Kidnapping for Ransom
� Drug Trafficking
� Graft and corrupt practices
� Plunder
� Robbery and Extortion
� Jueteng and Masiao
� Frauds under the Securities Regulation Code
� Piracy on the High Seas
� Qualified Theft
� Swindling
� Smuggling
� Violations of the E-Commerce Law
� Hijacking, destructive arson and murder
� Felonies or offenses of similar nature punished under the laws of 

foreign countries.



Covered Institutions

� Banks, Quasi-Banks, Trust Entities
� Insurance Companies
� Securities dealers, brokers, salesmen, 

investment houses
� Foreign exchange corporations, money 

changers, money remittance facilities
� Note: Proposal to include “casinos” but 

the problem is that even persons like real 
estate brokers can be used for money 
laundering purposes.



Obligations of covered 
institutions:

� Keep records, maintain system of verifying true 
identities of clients, including legal existence of 
corporations and their representatives;

� Keep records for five years
� Report covered transactions and suspicious 

transactions within 5 working days
◦ Note: NO VIOLATION of Secrecy of Bank Deposit Act, 

FCDA
◦ No communication to any person or media of fact of 

reporting nor contents of report.
◦ But: NO publication or airing by mass media or other 

devices of the FACT OF REPORTING by AMLC: liability of 
publisher, manager and editor for breach of 
confidentiality;



Prohibited accounts under AMLA

� Anonymous accounts
� Accounts under fictitious names
� Numbered checking accounts
� Important: No new accounts shall be 

opened and created without face-to-face 
contact and full compliance with the 
requirements on minimum information 
and documents for individual customers.



“Covered” and “suspicious” 
transactions

� Covered
◦ Any transaction in cash or other equivalent monetary 

instrument involving a total amount in excess of PHP 
500,000.00 within one banking day;

� Suspicious
◦ No underlying legal or trade obligations, purpose or 

economic justification
◦ Client not properly identified
◦ Amount involved not commensurate with the business or 

financial capacity of the client.
◦ When transactions apparently structured to avoid being 

reported.
◦ Deviation from profile of client’s past transactions
◦ Transaction relates to unlawful activity about to be, being, 

or already committed.



Evidentiary Requirements

� All elements of money laundering must be 
proved by evidence beyond reasonable doubt 
including knowledge that the monetary 
instrument or property represents, involves 
or relates to the products of unlawful activity;

� But the unlawful activity itself need not be 
established beyond reasonable doubt

� The accused may therefore be charged BOTH 
with money laundering and with the offense 
involved in the unlawful activity.



Rule on freezing:

� Section 10. Freezing of Monetary Instrument or Property. –
The Court of Appeals, upon application ex parte by the 
AMLC and after determination that probable cause exists 
that any monetary instrument or property is in any way 
related to an unlawful activity as defined in Section

� 3(i) hereof, may issue a freeze order which shall be 
effective immediately. The freeze order shall be for a 
period of twenty (20) days unless extended by the court.

� Probable cause: the probable cause required for the 
issuance of a freeze order refers to "such facts and 
circumstances which would lead a reasonably discreet, 
prudent or cautious man to believe that an unlawful 
activity and/or a money laundering offense is about to be, 
is being or has been committed and that the account or 
any monetary instrument or property subject thereof 
sought to be frozen is in any way related to said unlawful 
activity and/or money laundering offense.



Freezing

� Applied for by AMLC through OSG ONLY with 
CA; ex parte proceedings

� Same confidentiality rules
� Action by the division of the CA within 24 

hours after filing
◦ If one member absent, the two remaining act; if 

only one justice present, he shall act.
� Evidentiary threshold: probable cause
� Valid for a 20-day period; within the period, 

hearing to determine whether freeze order 
should be lifted, modified or extended.



Prohibited by a freeze order or an 
asset preservation order

� No transaction
◦ Withdrawal
◦ Deposit
◦ Transfer
◦ Removal
◦ Conversion
◦ Movement or concealment
◦ No assignments
◦ No closure of accounts
◦ Similarly: It is submitted that no garnishment 
or attachment will lie.



Not PROBABLE cause of crime!

� In other words, in resolving the issue of whether 
probable cause exists, the CA’s statutorily-guided 
determination’s focus is not on the probable 
commission of an unlawful activity (or money 
laundering)  -- Very important!

� but on whether the bank accounts, assets, or other 
monetary instruments sought to be frozen are in any 
way related to any of the illegal activities enumerated 
under RA No. 9160, as amended.

� Otherwise stated, probable cause refers to the 
sufficiency of the relation between an unlawful 
activity and the property or monetary instrument 
which is the focal point of Section 10 of RA No. 9160, 
as amended.



Examining accounts

� When a court order is needed:
◦ When AMLC inquires into or examines a particular 

deposit or investment within a banking or non-bank 
financial institution

� No court order needed:
◦ Kidnapping for Ransom
◦ Drug Trafficking
◦ Terrorism

� But there must be probable cause that the 
deposits or investments are related to 
unlawful activity or to the money-laundering 
offense.



Civil Forfeiture

� IMPORTANT: Not dependent on criminal action for 
money laundering

� AMLC through OSG initiates civil forfeiture and other 
remedial proceedings before RTC, filed with EJ

� To be acted upon within 24 hours of receipt 
(docketing, raffle, issuance of notice and service)

� Comment or Opposition within 15 days; meanwhile, 
the court may issue an Asset Preservation Order, ex 
parte, hearing within 20 days for lifting;

� If no comment or opposition filed, court resolves ex 
parte.

� CIVIL FORFEITURE – an action IN REM



Factors establishing 
preponderance:

� Value or amount not commensurate with 
business, financial or earning capacity 

� Indicates clear deviation from the profile of 
previous transactions

� Person opens, maintains or controls an 
account with a covered institution not in his 
own name or registered business name, 
unless authorized

� Structured transactions in order to avoid 
reportage

� No apparent legal or trade obligation, 
purpose, or economic justification.



R.A. 8484: Access Devices 
Regulations Act

� Coverage:
◦ Access device: any card, plate, code, account 
number, equipment or identifier allowing access 
to accounts; used to obtain goods or services 
or anything of value or transfer of funds;
◦ Credit card

� Required disclosure:
◦ Annual percentage rage
◦ Annual and other fees
◦ Clear and understandable explanation of 
computation of fees



Disclosures

� When fees are charged: issuer must 
disclose
◦ Date by which account will expire if not 
renewed
◦ Required information which shall be 
transmitted to a consumer at least 30 days 
prior to the scheduled renewal
◦ Information regarding percentage rate 
◦ Methd by which consumer may terminate 
continued credit availability



Some forms of access device fraud

� Producing counterfeit access devices
� Trafficking in fraudulent access devices
� Disclosing information imprinted on 

access devices without authority or 
permission

� Obtaining money through an access 
device with intent to defraud or gain;

� Effecting transaction, with access devices 
issued to another, to receive payment or 
thing of value



Jurisprudence on credit cards

� Hotel A enters into a contract with Bank X that 
obligates A to honor the credit cards issued by X.  
Mr. Q is a hotel guest who did not carry any cash 
relying on two credit cards issued by Bank X.  
Hotel A refuses to honor the credit cards to the 
embarrassment and prejudice of Q.  Can Q bring 
suit against A considering the he is not privy to 
the contract between A and X?

� YES, he can because the contract between A and 
X is in effect one with a stipulation “pour autrui” 
– for the benefit of Q (and others like him) upon 
whom then is conferred an enforceable right.


